
Previously in Star Trek: Personal Logs: 

 

When the 23
rd

 century Starfleet vessel USS Arcturus NCC-1807 is assigned to travel back in time to Earth’s 20
th

 century on a mission 

of historical research, the starship’s Operations Officer Commander Solak is left behind to monitor the mission from Starfleet 

Command in San Francisco.  But when the vessel does not return in the expected time, Solak is assigned by Admiral Cartwright to 

lead an investigation team and try and learn the fate of the missing starship.  All data seems to indicate the Arcturus was destroyed in 

its attempt to break the time barrier. 

 

And now the conclusion… 

 

 

 Over the course of the ensuing decades, numerous Starfleet vessels patrolled the inner solar system in the vicinity of the orbit 

of Venus.  The duty became known throughout the fleet as the Great Circle as ships slowly patrolled a few days or weeks ahead of the 

planet Venus for what seemed to the crews no apparent reason.  Some starship captains enjoyed the duty, taking the opportunity the 

six month patrol provided to train and drill their crews and better prepare them for later assignments exploring unknown sectors of 

space.  Other captains hated the patrol, considering it a punishment for some unspecified transgression, and on occasion Starfleet 

Command actually used it as such, keeping such crews under close scrutiny relatively close to Earth.  Most captains simply found the 

assignment frustrating and boring, their crews expressing bewilderment over why such a patrol was in the standing orders to begin 

with.  Several inquiries were made over the decades regarding the purpose of the patrol, only to be answered with the statement, 

“Because it is in the standing orders.” 

 For seventy eight years, that region of the solar system was constantly guarded against all contingencies.  The first time the 

region was left unguarded after the standing order had gone into effect was in January of Earth year 2367.  It was then that the USS 

Pyotr Veliky was ordered away from Venus to intercept the Borg cube that had invaded the Sol system en route to Earth.  The lone 

starship offered little resistance to the Collective’s might, and the ship was quickly destroyed only 300,000 kilometers from Earth 

orbit. 

 After the destruction of the Borg cube, as Starfleet assessed its losses following the Battle of Wolf 359 and the ships 

destroyed by the Borg within the Sol system, Starfleet Command assigned the Ambassador-class starship USS Surak II to duty 

patrolling the Great Circle.  Captain Stark, the Vulcan commanding officer of the starship, was puzzled by the assignment, feeling his 

starship could be better utilized by the weakened Starfleet.  As a young junior officer, he had been part of the crew of another starship, 

the Excelsior-class vessel Charleston, when it had been assigned the same duty over twenty years earlier.  Shortly after arriving on 

station, Stark made inquiries into why his ship was performing the patrol, only to be informed that it was in accordance with Starfleet 

Standing Order 89-0135-CICC.  In response to this reply, Stark pointed out the standing order in question had been in effect for at 

least the last 20 years, and probably longer based on the serial number, and seemed to serve no real purpose.  The response from 

Starfleet Command was that, yes, the standing order had been in effect for the better part of a century, but that it would remain in 

effect indefinitely and no further inquiries should be transmitted.  Stark accepted the response with traditional Vulcan stoicism and 

continued his second Great Circle patrol. 

 Four months into the six month assignment, the USS Odyssey, the newest of the Galaxy-class explorers, rendezvoused with 

the Surak while on assignment to replace several outdated sensor and subspace communications relay satellites in orbit over Venus.  

The Odyssey’s captain had been an Academy classmate of Captain Stark, and hoped to show off his new command to the Vulcan 

before leaving the solar system.  The two captain’s conversation over their viewscreens was interrupted by the tactical officer aboard 

the Surak. 

 “Captain!” the lieutenant shouted.  “An unidentified spacecraft has just emerged from warp less than 500,000 kilometers 

away!  Bearing 277 mark 9!” 

 Stark quickly ended his conversation with the Odyssey’s CO and turned his full attention on the situation at hand. 

 “What is the vessel’s origin?” he asked. 

 “Unknown,” the tactical officer replied.  “It just dropped out of warp from nowhere!”  A moment later the lieutenant added, 

“The vessel has set course toward Earth.  Recommend intercepting.  This could be related to the recent Borg incursion into the solar 

system.” 

 “Ops, contact the Odyssey and have them maneuver into formation with us to intercept the unidentified vessel,” Stark 

ordered.  “Helm, intercept course.  Full impulse.  Tactical, raise shields and arm weapons.  I do not wish to be taken unprepared.” 

 As the Surak and Odyssey closed on the unidentified ship, the tactical officer updated his report. 

 “Captain, vessel configuration matches what we have on record as a Tikopai-class heavy cruiser.” 

 “Impossible!” the Surak’s first officer, sitting to the right of Stark remarked.  “Tikopai, Constitution, and similar class 

starships were withdrawn from service almost sixty years ago, made obsolete by the launch of the Ambassador-class!” 



 “I’m now receiving an IFF transponder code from the unidentified vessel.  It’s an older code signal, but it identifies the vessel 

as Federation - Starfleet,” the tactical officer added. 

 “Captain,” the operations officer added.  “Receiving a hail from the unidentified starship, coming through on the channel that 

used to be used as Starfleet Emergency Frequency 4 prior to fifty years ago.” 

 “On speakers,” Stark ordered, intrigued by the events that were now occurring. 

 “This is the Federation starship USS Arcturus on approach to Earth orbit,” said the voice through the speakers, speaking in a 

heavy Catullan accent.  “Please respond.” 

 “Do we respond?” Stark’s first officer asked. 

 “First, get me all the information we have on any starships names Arcturus,” Stark ordered.  “There is something very 

familiar about that name.” 

 It took several seconds for the information to be retrieved from LCARS.  The Surak’s first officer read the information 

displayed on the monitor screen near his chair. 

 “USS Arcturus NCC-1807 was a Federation starship under the command of Commodore Eric W. Johnson lost in Earth year 

2288 while conducting what was supposed to be a mission of historical research into Earth’s past.  The vessel was listed as lost, 

presumed destroyed with all hands after attempting a slingshot time warp around the sun and never reappeared.” 

 “Perhaps Starfleet was too quick to write off Commodore Johnson and his crew,” Stark remarked.   

 “If they are who they claim they are, Temporal Investigations is going to want to meet with them and determine what should 

be done with them,” the first officer stated.  “We need to get them away from Earth before they learn too much for their own good.” 

 “Agreed,” Stark said.  He then ordered, “Open hailing frequencies.” 

 “Hailing frequencies open,” the ops officer confirmed.  A second later the main viewscreen changed to the view of the bridge 

of a 23rd century starship.  Everyone on the viewer wore the old maroon jacket uniform style Starfleet had used in various 

configurations from the early 2280’s through the 2340’s.  Each visible face registered shock and surprise.  If he had not been 

convinced the Arcturus was genuine before, the expressions on the faces of the crew on the viewer would certainly have convinced 

Captain Stark now. 

 “USS Arcturus, this is Captain Stark of the USS Surak II,” he said.  “Although hostilities appeared imminent due to the 

sudden and unexpected arrival of your vessel, we have noted your ship’s configuration and your identity, despite the temporal 

ramifications.  As illogical as your presence may seem... we are all very fortunate indeed this day.” 

 Stark could see looks of confusion spreading on the faces of the Arcturus crew, and knew he had to assert authority before it 

was too late. 

 “Reverse course toward Neptune and prepare to be boarded by a team from my vessel for debriefing.  And on behalf of all of 

Starfleet, welcome home after your seventy-nine year absence.  Captain Stark, commanding USS Surak II, out.” 

 As the viewscreen blinked back to the image of the Tikopai-class starship, the first officer asked, “What now?” 

 “We hope Commodore Johnson follows orders and follows us out to the outer solar system where we can isolate his crew for 

the time being.  Stand by with tractor beams in case they still attempt to reach Earth.  And contact Starfleet Command.  We’re going to 

need a special team for this; Temporal Investigators, counselors, and medical personnel in particular.  I have a feeling several 

members of their crew – particularly any that are Vulcan, Caitian, or Deltan – are going to need immediate psychological care.  Helm, 

set course toward Neptune.  Ahead one-half impulse power.” 

 “Ahead one-half impulse, aye,” the helmsman responded. 

 “Captain, the Arcturus is maneuvering into position behind us,” reported the operations officer.  “USS Odyssey following 

directly behind.” 

 “Very well,” Stark said before looking at his first officer.  “I believe we may have finally discovered the true purpose of the 

Great Circle patrol, Commander.  Someone in Starfleet nearly a century ago was certainly thinking far ahead.  I have a feeling this is 

just the beginning of what will be a fascinating couple of weeks.” 

 

 

Space, the Final Frontier... 
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Stardate 44511.3 

Earth year 2367 

City of Vulcana Regar, planet Vulcan 

 

 The 109 year old retired Starfleet Admiral and former Federation Ambassador had just completed his nightly meditation in 

the open courtyard of his modest home.  The hot winds that blew across the Forge provided little relief from the day’s heat, but Solak 

preferred to meditate in his garden prior to a light dinner.  In the decades since serving as the first officer of the USS Springfield, Solak 

had retired and reinstated his Starfleet commission several times, his rank varying from as low as commander to as high as full 

admiral depending on the assignment at the time.  In between he had served as an assistant to Ambassador Sarek of Vulcan, aiding the 

elder statesman in beginning negotiations with the Legarans and later serving as the Federation Ambassador to Romulus.  Now he 

enjoyed a quiet retirement in his family’s ancestral home. 

 As he entered the home from the central courtyard, the communications station signaled an incoming communiqué.  

Resisting the urge to ignore the call in favor of a salad and the latest chapter of an old Dixon Hill novel - his secret passion - he 

activated the system.  The monitor screen flashed the emblem of Starfleet Command’s logo before changing to the image of a human 

man in a command division uniform and the four pips of a captain on the black collar.  He recognized the man as one of his comrades 

still stationed in San Francisco. 

 “Greetings, Captain Emmerson,” Solak said, bowing slightly at the neck.  “To what do I owe the pleasure of your call this 

evening?”  Emmerson looked excited beyond words, as if fairly bursting with the urge to blurt out what he had to say.  

 “They found her, Solak!” the captain exclaimed.  “They actually found her!” 

 Solak’s eyebrows knot in confusion as he asked, “To whom do you refer?  Who have they found?” 

 “The Arcturus!  They found the Arcturus, Solak!” 

 The shock of Emmerson’s pronouncement hit Solak like a punch to the solar plexus.  It was all he could do to not visibly 

express his shock and surprise.  “Where?” was all he could manage to ask. 

 “In the vicinity of Venus!” 

 “The ship is intact?” 

 “Completely!” Emmerson confirmed.  “Ship and crew are all accounted for, though I have been informed there were several 

deaths ascribed to psychic shock shortly after the ship appeared.” 

 “Where are they now?” Solak asked. 

 “I’m not authorized to tell this to anyone, but considering your close association with the ship, I feel you should know,” 

Emmerson stated.  “She’s currently under escort of the USS Surak II, the ship most recently assigned to the Great Circle, heading 

toward the outer solar system.  Starfleet Command has decided the ship is going to be kept in quarantine for at least a week or two to 

allow the crew to adjust to the idea that they are in the 24th century now.  Once they have completed their debrief and the crew is 

cleared to return to Earth, all those that wish to remain in Starfleet will be authorized to go back to the Academy for retraining.  

Beyond that, I don’t know what will happen to them.” 

 “My thanks for this information,” Solak said.  “I must now sign off.”  The monitor screen again blinked the image of the 

Starfleet Command logo before going blank.  The Ambassador then tapped a series of numbers into the control pad.  A moment later a 

young Vulcan woman, only 60 years in age, with long dark hair flowing across her shoulders appeared on the screen. 

 “Yes, Ambassador?” T’Lew, Solak’s personal assistant asked. 

 “An urgent matter has come up, T’Lew,” Solak explained.  “I require you to arrange passage on the next direct transport to 

Earth, preferably straight to San Francisco if possible.” 

 “Very well, Ambassador.  I will endeavor to fulfill your request as rapidly as possible,” T’Lew replied. 

 “Contact me as soon as you have confirmed the arrangements,” Solak ordered.  Then, as the monitor went blank, the Vulcan 

walked into his bedroom and placed a small bag on the bed.  He quickly placed a few necessities into it, then paused by his open closet 

door, looking at the uniforms hanging inside.  One of them was his old maroon jacket uniform from his first tour in Starfleet at the end 

of the 23rd century.  His hand stroked the shoulder of the uniform almost lovingly before stopping atop the rank insignia, the emblem 

of a vice admiral.  He then started to grab the next hanger, a rear admiral’s uniform made of a spandex-like material he last wore 

during his most recent tour in Starfleet almost a decade ago, remembering how much the design constricted him and made his lower 

back ache.  He shook his head silently before moving to the next hanger, a regular officer’s duty uniform of the type currently in use 

by Starfleet.  He had never actually worn it, and only possessed the uniform on the contingency he might someday need it.  It appeared 

that day had arrived.  With near reverence, he removed the uniform from the closet and, folding it neatly, placed it in his bag and 

closed the fastener.  He then returned to his living room just in time for T’Lew’s return call. 

 “I have made the arrangements, Ambassador,” the Vulcan female said.  “You are booked aboard the diplomatic transport ship 

Aggettivo.  They were scheduled to depart orbit in less than 30 minutes but now are awaiting your embarkation.  They will transport 

you directly to San Francisco in just 4 days.” 



 “That is acceptable.  My thanks, T’Lew.” 

 “The honor is to serve,” the ambassador’s assistant responded before signing off.  Solak then tapped a new series of numbers 

into his communications device.  It took almost a minute before there was a response.  The blonde-haired human woman in her late 

50’s looked genuinely surprised to see Solak. 

 “Good evening, Ambassador Solak,” Vice Admiral Alynna Nechayev said.  “It’s been some time since last we met.” 

 “The commissioning ceremony of the Enterprise-D, if memory serves, Admiral,” Solak remarked. 

 “To what do I owe the pleasure?” Nechayev asked. 

 “I have a request,” Solak said. 

 “And how can I help the esteemed ambassador and admiral this day?” 

 “I wish to re-activate my Starfleet commission.” 

 Again Nechayev looked surprised.  “Why would you want to re-join Starfleet... again?” she wondered aloud. 

 “My reasons are my own,” Solak responded. 

 “But of course, consider your commission reactivated,” Nechayev replied.  “Is there a particular assignment you had in 

mind?” 

 “Actually, there is,” Solak remarked.  “I would like to be part of the team that will help the Arcturus crew transition and 

acclimate to the modern age.” 

 For the third time in as many minutes, Nechayev looked surprised.  Then her eyes narrowed slightly as she asked, “How do 

you know that the Arcturus has been found?” 

 “I still have friends within Starfleet Command, Admiral.” 

 Nechayev gave Solak a grudging smile as she commented, “If the Romulan Tal’Shiar had the spy network you do, Earth 

would be under Imperial Romulan rule.”  The admiral then sighed slightly before adding, “But of course, the assignment is yours.”  

She could be seen tapping commands into a padd she was holding as she said, “I am authorizing you to assume the title and wear the 

uniform of a Captain, Starfleet Division, United Federation of Planets and assigning you to the transition team, Project Arcturus.  Is 

that satisfactory?” 

 “Exceedingly, Admiral.  Thank you.” 

 “Do you require me to arrange transport to Earth?  We can have you here in less than a week.” 

 “Arrangements have already been made.  I should be able to report to Starfleet Command Headquarters within five days.” 

 “Still as efficient as ever, I see,” Nechayev remarked.  Very well, Ambass... I mean, Captain.  I’ll see you in five days.  

Nechayev, out.” 

 The screen once again went black.  Alone, Solak finally allowed himself a very slight smile as he looked forward to greeting 

several old friends. 

 

The End 

 

 

To find out what really happened to the USS Arcturus, visit the Fifth Fleet Stories Archive Earth Year 2372 story “Time Slip.” 

 


